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Manini Not So manini (Hawaiian: small) Anymore
It has been quite a journey for Cameron Healy and Mattson Davis, the partnership of Manini Holdings. From Cameron’s humble begin-
ning selling cheese and roasted nuts out of a van to creating and founding both Kettle Chips & Kona Brewing Company.  For Mattson, 
it has been a journey from his midwest roots starting in restaurant service beginning as a bus boy to the co-creator/partner/President 
of Kona Brewing Company.  

Th e roads each of them had to travel in their respective companies started them 
both on paths that would eventually meet and create both a deep friendship as 
well as a potent partnership in Manini Holdings.  It has created a platform to fur-
ther develop Kona Brewing Company as well as develop commercial real estate 
together.

Project logo refl ective of the maker’s market retail 
vision for BREW

Th eir respective paths converged at Kona Brew Company but that was only the 
beginning of their collective and professional voyage.  In a relatively small com-
munity like Kailua-Kona on the Big Island of Hawaii, the two of them began a 
long term pursuit of creating a new identity for local artisans and retailers.  It 
was a concept that made sense to the two entrepreneurs but would need to be 
further distilled (pun intended) in order to realize its vision – it was yet another 
generous experiment.

Under their leadership they took a portion of the 12,000 barrels per year brewing 
facility of Kona Brewing Company and converted it into an extraordinarily suc-
cessful food & beverage operation.  With the success of the Kona Brew pub, their 
developing vision of this part of Kailua-Kona became clearer.

Manini Holdings, in partnership with the consulting of Blue Rock Partners, ex-
panded its growth through the acquisition of adjacent parcels comprised of more 
quasi industrial space.  For the past 15 years they have steadily improved these 
properties and continued to increase the interest from both locals and visitors 
alike.  What was once industrial space in the center of Kailua-Kona now has crit-
ical mass.  Yet another risk; yet another success.  Innovation and casting vision 
have always been their strong suit and nothing about their histories indicates 
traditional retail norms need to hold them back.

While this history of successfully operating outside of the box began in food & 
beverage, it does not stop there.  Th eir vision, once somewhat undefi ned, has 
taken shape progressively and it comes in the form of a comprehensive vision for 
a retail enclave called “BREW”.  

All new companies attempt to come at the marketplace with a new idea or a fresh approach, but for both Cameron and Mattson they 
were independently, yet simultaneously, pursing “fresh, local recycled & sustainable” before the concepts became mainstream.  In both 
of their journeys they ended up relocating and/or committing to stay regional even if it meant paying the price of not commoditizing 
their end product.

Both of them saw tremendous value in creating something special in a specifi c place and how critical it was to maintain that local rel-
evancy even aft er initial success.  Th ey caught a vision where others did not see it; maintained a local presence where others chose to 
exit aft er achieving success.



To understand BREW one needs to understand the retail philosophy of the project – it is anything but common. It is more amply 
described as a maker’s market; a retail environment both consistent and authentic to Manini’s core beliefs of supporting local entrepre-
neurism.  Th e vision is to create an opportunity for local artisans and craft sman to not only produce their manufactured goods, but to 
be placed within a critical mass of potential customers.  For many of these producers one of their biggest challenges is having exposure 
to a customer base and at 80,000 square feet of collective space, BREW will create that synergy.

Th e galvanizing of the BREW vision is symbolized well in Manini’s development of the name and branding for the project.  With 
Craft  Brew Alliance constructing a new brewery for increased production of 100,000 barrels of Kona Brew beer annually, the moniker 
“BREW” was on the short list of natural ideas.  But further, the idea of carefully combining and cultivating the artistic talents from the 
Kona market made for an appropriate metaphor.

Th is is well symbolized in the branding of BREW which includes everything from the logo, to the color pallet, to the visual identifi ca-
tion of the buildings on property.  Th ere is a casual, fun and legitimately-Kona expression in every part of BREW.  Restaurants, artists, 
local product producers, entertainment. It is an unprecedented approach at creating a reserve of local talent attractive to a broad span 
of locals and visitors.

In one sense a maker’s market is not traditional retail, but in a purer sense it is what retail has been for most of human history – an 
artisan or craft sman applying their trade and then selling their wares. In that way a maker’s market is quintessentially traditional.  
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